
Fiftykay  Orchids  at  the  Edge:  A
Picture Perfect Dining Experience

The pathway at Fiftykay Orchids at the Edge appears magical

Encircled by the tranquil waters of a pond, Fiftykay Orchids at the Edge is
a one-of-a-kind luxury fine dining experience sure to leave the guests
spellbound.
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As the guests cross the bridge that connects the Fiftykay Orchids at the Edge with
the  Waters  Edge,  beautiful  orchid  flowers  of  all  shapes,  sizes  and  colours
surround them. Other varieties of flowers are planted alongside the orchids within
the gardens of the restaurant, and the fragrance of the blossoms surrounds the
diners.

The raised boardwalk leads to two glass-walled cubes where diners can enjoy a
sumptuous meal indoors while gazing at the enchanting garden. Within the cubes,
elegance and comfort are fused to create a relaxing ambience. The glass cubes
are an ideal space to host a private function or enjoy a get together. Fiftykay
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Orchids at the Edge caters to the diners with a customised food and beverage
menu, curated by the executive chefs of Waters Edge. The nine course menu
offers a delectable dining experience with a blend of Asian and international
cuisine.

Elegant, luxurious and unique; the Fiftykay Orchids at the Edge

The pond that encircles the lush greenery of the property is home to colourful
fish, while birds attracted to the fragrant flowers flitter throughout. Patrons can
walk along the boardwalk to explore the picturesque setting. Interspersed among
the abundant plant life,  are ideal  settings where a couple can enjoy a more
intimate dinner. These spaces are also designed to be utilised for a photo shoot
during the daytime. At night,  soft  lighting illuminates the boardwalk and the
gardens, creating a magical atmosphere, fanned by the gentle breeze that flows
through  the  restaurant.  The  orchids  and  the  other  flowering  plants  at  the
restaurant are cared for with the guidance of horticultural experts. A separate
nursery is dedicated to horticulture, and guests who wish to grow a particular
species in their gardens can discover a variety of plants at attractive rates.

Elegant,  luxurious  and  unique,  Fiftykay  Orchids  at  the  Edge  provides  an
unforgettable  fine-dinning experience to  guests  at  the  heart  of  Battaramulla.
Nestled amidst a serene garden of vibrant flowers, the warm hospitality of the



Waters Edge blends with elegance and nature to  create an ambience where
diners can create cherished memories.

Fiftykay Orchids at the Waters Edge

316, Ethul Kotte Road,

Battaramulla

(+94 76) 574 8193

watersedge.lk

Reservations only
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